
 

 

 

Content monitoring 

Universal, automated content monitoring 

All posts, comments, and images in the student community are monitored in real time by our 

automatic flagging system.  

GetSet universal content monitoring includes two categories:  

1. Restricted: Our set of words and phrases that are never allowed on GetSet under any 

circumstances. Posts or comments using one of our restricted terms are flagged and 

automatically hidden from the community. 

2. Watch list: Our set of words and phrases that triggers the post or comment to be 

flagged for review and may also be hidden from the community at the client's discretion. 

A partner can have words or phrases added to the Watch list at any time so that they 

can stay on the pulse of topics that matter to them. 

Student profile photos in GetSet are also vetted for propriety. Inappropriate images (violent, of a 

sexual nature, etc.) are flagged by the monitoring system, removed, and the student is notified. 
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Immediate notifications 

If a post is flagged for any reason, an automated ticket is immediately generated to both the 

partner and GetSet with all content information for your records—timestamp, post information, 

student information, and options to view the entirety of a student’s history on GetSet. Levels of 

severity or interest are set to client standards and the client determines recipients of any flagged 

content based on their internal policies and protocols.  

Easy to set up 

We spend the time at launch to understand your protocols, your behavioral assessment team 

requirements, offer options, and then build a system that tailors to your needs–always being 

able to adjust should changes be needed. 

We preserve all post history in our data, so you can reference it at any time.  
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